
Individual Disability Insurance

Did you know there are thousands of known illnesses and conditions that can cause a disability? Just look at this

breakdown:

Source: Principal Life Disability insurance claims payments issued in 2010. The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended as an inclusive representation of all
claims.

What if You Couldn’t Practice Medicine?

The impact disabilities have on individuals varies – for some it’s a short-term adjustment, but for others it’s a new

way of living, perhaps for the rest of their lives. Have you thought what would happen to your lifestyle if you

became too sick or hurt to work? What would happen to your income or your dreams for retirement?

Help protect your income today

Individual Disability Income (DI) insurance from Principal Life Insurance Company helps protect your ability to work

and earn an income. If you have a qualifying disability, this policy pays a monthly benefit to help you cover daily

living expenses so you don’t have to dip into your hard-earned savings.

As a physician, you are eligible to purchase up to $15,000 a month in benefits.1

About your policy

An Individual Disability Income insurance policy from Principal Life is non-cancelable and has guaranteed premium

rates to age 65. The policy has a Your Occupation definition of disability. This type of policy helps protect you if you

are unable to work in your occupation(s) — the one you are actively working in at the time of your disability — until

the end of your benefit period, which means you are not required by Principal Life to work in a new occupation.

Benefits are payable (after satisfying your policy’s Elimination Period) to the end of your benefit period as long as you

remain disabled.



Policy and rider descriptions are not intended to cover all restrictions, conditions or limitations. Refer to policies and riders for full details.

All features, provisions and riders may not be available for all occupation classes and may not be available in every state.

Insurance issued by Principal Life Insurance Company, a member of the Principal Financial Group®, Des Moines, Iowa 50392-0002, www.principal.com.

Disability insurance has limitations and exclusions. For costs and complete details of the coverage, contact your Principal Life financial representative.
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Policy features

Flexible Product Design – Many optional policy riders1 are available to help you customize the policy, such as:

• Future increase opportunities – Help keep your policy up to date without requiring additional medical underwriting.

• Residual Disability Benefit2, 3 – If you are not totally disabled and you have a loss of earnings, you may receive partial

benefits if certain requirements are met.

• Transitional Occupation2, 3, 4 – You can continue to receive disability benefits if you become totally disabled in Your

Occupation, but are working in another occupation.

• Regular Occupation rider2, 4, 5 – If you have a qualifying total disability from your occupation and choose to work in

another occupation, you’ll receive full benefits, regardless of the income you earn from the other occupation.

• Cost of Living Adjustment rider2 – During a disability, you receive cost of living adjustments to your monthly benefit

to help keep up with inflation.

Cost Savings – A 20 percent Multi-Life Discount (based on gender-neutral rates) is available when three or more

individuals with a common employer purchase coverage.

Portable Policy – Your policy is fully portable, including any applicable discounts.

Protection for many needs

Principal Life understands the many needs of physicians. That’s why we also offer coverage to help you continue
saving for retirement if you have a qualifying disability. If you own your own business, we can help protect that,
too.

1 Principal Life participates with other disability coverage up to $25,000 a month.

2 Available for an additional cost.

3 If your policy has both residual disability benefits and the Transitional Occupation rider, benefits are not paid out under both. If you meet the
definitions and terms of both, the monthly benefit you receive is the greater of the two.

4 The Regular Occupation rider and the Transitional Occupation rider cannot be issued on the same policy.

5 This rider is only available to 5A, 5A-M, 4A and 4A-M occupations. The Mental/Nervous and Substance Abuse Disorder rider is required for 5A-M and
4A-M occupations using the Regular Occupation rider. It is not available for 4A and 4A-M occupations in California or in Vermont for 5A-M or 4A-M
occupations.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

Please contact your local representative


